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California Dental Association
(CDA) Cloud Migrations:
THE
RIGHT JOB
AWS,FIND
O365,
& SharePoint

HIRE THE RIGHT CANDIDATE

CHALLENGE
CDA and Direct Technology have worked together on projects for years. Since
we were initially brought on to find vetted, qualified technical staff, they trust
us to make sure IT projects get done right. With multiple business units and
departments needing to stay connected, CDA’s progressive leadership reached
out with a desire to reduce on-premise hardware and make a jump toward cloudbased infrastructure, specifically through AWS.
We were happy to take this on—we’re tech-agnostic and experienced with all
major cloud platforms. But we wanted to deliver the biggest impact possible, so
we dug into their needs to determine what solution would get them closest to
their long-term goal in a time- and cost-effective way, and devised a hybrid plan.

Why Direct Technology?
- Flexible payment options
- Wide expertise among IT team
- Local to CDA, so could provide fulltime onsite help
- Previous experience working with
CDA, plus 10 years of working with
healthcare data
- #1 IT Consulting Firm in Sacramento
area for past 4 years running

SOLUTION
After migrating CDA’s servers to the cloud and configuring them in AWS, momentum
spurred an O365 migration. With about 350 users to transition spread across multiple
states, we recommended a phased approach over three months for the sake of continuity.
First, working with CDA’s in-house IT team to augment their skillsets and manpower, our
team spent time cleaning up Active Directory and group policies in order to ease the
migration load. Since different offices had different amounts of their business in the cloud,
we also migrated that data down so we could send all records and processes up to the cloud
together in a standardized, organized way.
Next came the consolidation effort. Nearly half of the security risk that businesses face
stems from having multiple security vendors and products, so we planned a SharePoint
migration to consolidate tools, increase automation, and improve workflow. Thanks to the
cloud migration, VPN became obsolete—data is simply stored in SharePoint, OneDrive,
and Microsoft Teams. We also implemented mobile device management for more security and
control over remote devices, which is helpful for an org like CDA with multiple offices over
distance, and extra email security frameworks to help prevent spoofing and phishing attacks.

IMPACT
As a result of this migration effort, CDA has standardized storage and processes that keep every office and department organized
and up to snuff, while easing a friction point for patients who need to transfer records between offices. We also contributed to a
stronger and more knowledgeable CDA IT team through training and continuous knowledge transfer. In fact, CDA trusts our pool
of IT knowledge so much that they requested we keep a member of our team out there full-time for ongoing maintenance—which
also means that for all future efforts, we’ll be able to dive right in.
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